Personal, Social and Emotional

Literacy.
Stories from other cultures – Journey to Jo’burg; Diary writing,
character profiles, -Drama and role play.

Maths

Development

Number, place value; 6 digit numbers, order, compare.

How we are different

Newspaper articles; weather disasters, water poetry
Non Chronological Report writing; Fairtrade, civil rights
campaigners-Note taking, drafting and editing. Food habits and
how they have changed linked to Fairtrade.

Add/ subtract 4/5 digit numbers using mental strategies.

Celebrate each other (positive

Inverse relationships. Add/subtract 0.1 and 0.01 from

messages jar)

decimal numbers. Round 1 or 2 decimal place numbers up or
down to nearest whole number or tenth. Decimal

Responsibility - linked to the

percentages and equivalent fractions

World, Fairtrade-W- what is

Persuasive writing; adverts linked to healthy eating, food.
Arguments /letters/designing persuasive posters/leaflets.
-Reading a variety of literature individually and in groups,
comprehensions
Speaking and Listening- poetry reciting, persuasive speaking. I

happening to farmers' pay in

Multiply and divide by 10, 100, 1000

developing countries? How do you

Mental division strategies. Factors, multiples, square

feel about this? How can we

numbers and prime numbers

protect them and ensure that
they have a decent living?

Angles. Problem solving, reasoning and algebra.

have a dream...

P.E:
Netball

Comparing, estimating, adding units of measure.

Food, Explorers &
Trade
Year 5 – Spring term
2018

RE- Special food for religious festivals –
foods of different religions and cultures –
Buddhism

Football Skills

Knowledge and Understanding of the World
DT – Cooking bread; designing buildings

Solve problems using addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division or any combination of these.
Cooking - measuring, weighing, converting measurements,
learning imperial conversions and reading scales Statistics -

Fairness

food facts around the world: consumption; obesity levels

Debate, discussion
RE – Christianity and Buddhism

Data handling - price comparisons of supermarkets and
grocery shops; nutrition e.g. amounts of salt, calories - link

Geography- Fairtrade, water cycle, rivers, lakes, mountains
History – Tudor Explorers. Apartheid, historical figures -Nelson Mandela,
Martin Luther King.
ICT- Computer Aided Design. Create web page about Fairtrade. Create

to two step word problems on money and food .

Creative Development
ART: Drawing: Study of trees and birds. Exploring

game using Scratch

mark making, using pencil and ink.

Science- Materials– Changing State: liquid, solid and gases - the water cycle.

Painting: exploring water, movement, tone.

Gases around us – their importance and characteristics

Music: Keeping

Changing materials by dissolving

French- French:
food, favourite
food, French

Statistics - food facts around the world: consumption;
obesity levels
cafe.

Water songs.

Directions

Data handling
- priceon
comparisons
of supermarkets and grocery shops;
Healthy
– focus
musical beat.
nutrition e.g. amounts of salt, calories - link to two step word problems on
money and food .

